
Super Talent Laptop SSD’s Tolerate Extreme Vibration

MasterDrive SSD Survives the Paint Shaker Test
 
San Jose, California – May 20, 2008 – Super Talent Technology, a leading manufacturer of Flash storage solutions and DRAM memory modules,
today released a video report that demonstrates the exceptional vibration resistance of its line of MasterDrive solid state drives (SSDs).
 
The test consists of a Super Talent MasterDrive SSD mounted on top of a paint shaker. The Windows® Vista® operating system and Tomb Raider
game were installed on the SSD and the game was played for over 40 minutes while the SSD was shaking like crazy. Super Talent Marketing
Director, Joe James said, “It’s obvious when you see this video that no hard drive could sustain that kind of beating. Our MasterDrive SSDs, on the
other hand, with no moving parts, are made for exactly this type of torture.”
 
The drive used in this test is the MasterDrive MX, part number FTM20GK25H, which is a 120GB SSD that retails for about $670 at NewEgg and 
NewBiiz.
 
Super Talent will showcase it’s  complete range of Flash and DRAM products at the Computex Convention in Taipei June 3-7 at Nangang Hall Area 
4F #N518.

_________________________

Super Talent Technology Corporation, based in San Jose, California, designs and manufactures a full range 
of DDR, DDR2, and DDR3 memory modules and Flash based storage devices for computers and consumer 
electronics. An ISO 9001 certified company, Super Talent utilizes its state-of-the-art factory and leading-edge 
components to produce award winning products with outstanding reliability. Super Talent is an active member 
of the JEDEC and ONFI standards bodies, and holds over 200 patents in Flash and DRAM technology. 

Pricing is approximate as of announcement date and may change without notice. Usable capacity is less than specified after formatting. US patents 

pending.

_________________________ 
 
Video Link: /home/video/ssd.php
 
Product Details: http://ssd.supertalent.com
 
Schedule a Computex Appointment: joe.james(at)supertalent.com
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